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requirement where user can upload the
zip file which contains the text files. then
using spring boot batch I need to split the
zip file and looping through the text files

and storing in the text file to be
converted into pdf. That is why I am using
the following code: @Bean public Job exe
cuteJob(@Value("#{jobParameters[inputZ

ip]}") String inputZip,
@Value("#{jobParameters[outputFile]}")

String outputFile,
@Value("#{jobParameters[mergeJob]}")
String mergeJob) { log.info("*Starting file

iteration for job:"); log.info("*Job
Name:"+getJobName(inputZip));

log.info("*Job Parameters:"+getJobParam
eters(inputZip)); log.info("*File Iteration

Started:");
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on the iPhone. On my iPhone (also new),
it feels like the little symbols are spaced
differently and tend to crowd together,

and also they seem to be smaller. Is there
a setting or something I can tweak? A: I
think the iPad keyboard is pretty much

the same as the iPhone keyboard. It's set
to a larger virtual keyboard and the size
is handled by UITextFields. From Apple's

documentation for UITextField: A text
field can display either a regular

keyboard or a keyboard for formatting
data. In the case of the iPad, the

formatting keyboard handles all the
presentation for you. The formatting

keyboard defines how typing into a text
field works. You provide the text that you

want to display by typing into the
keyboard, and it formats the text

appropriately for the display you have
chosen. So there isn't really any reason

not to use the formatting keyboard on the
iPhone. Q: How to resolve this recursion?
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